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The road to the top of the mountain was rugged and we climbed with considerable
difficulty. When we finally reached the top, I unloaded the kindling wood which father
had put on my back, and he took the firebrand and the slaughtering knife. “But where is
the lamb for the offering?” I asked in wonderment. My father remained silent for a
moment, then he said: Adonai will select the lamb for the offering.”

Adonai??? I don’t understand.
What has Adonai to do with this???

And then my father said: “My son…” It was hard for him to say that. His voice seemed to
break into these two words. And then I understood. No…I don’t think I really
understood. But this I know - - -My father seized me and brought me to the heap of
wood. He bound my hands and feet tightly.. My eyes stared wide, desperately wide. His
were glassy and without expression.

I wanted to stammer: ‘Adonai.’ I tried to whisper: “Adonai.” “Adonai?” I asked.

And my father unsheathed the knife, and it drew closer…and closer.

“Adonai!!” I cried inaudibly, “Adonai, Master of the Universe, where are you?? Adonai!!!

My father placed the blade to my throat…

“What are you doing?” “Are you crazy??” “I don’t want to die… Why are you doing
this… Let me go!! ….Let me go…

…Do you know, that since that day I have never spoken even one word to my father.
There was only silence between us.1

- -

The familiar story of the Akedah, the Binding of Isaac, that we read this morning
in synagogue tells the story of Abraham and his son Isaac’s long walk up the uncertain
mountain. The Torah tells us that Abraham takes his son - kach nah et bincha, his only
one - et yichidcha, the one he loves - Asher ahavta, Isaac2 as a sacrifice because of a
command from God. Each year we read this story and ask why with exasperation. Is
there more to this terse story than we read in shul?

2 In Genesis 22:2 God refers to Isaac as Abraham’s only son whom he had with Sarah, ignoring the existence of
Ishmael, Abraham’s oldest son whom he had with Hagar (Genesis 16:15).

1 “The Akedah Through Isaac’s Eyes.” Anonymous Source, Received from Rabbi Norman Cohen.
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In the earlier modern midrashic retelling of the Akedah, Isaac was given a voice
that expressed his vulnerability, his fear, and ultimately his harmonious resilience in the
face of true uncertainty. We heard from Isaac what it may have felt like to take a walk
into despair. We witnessed a dialogue between father and son in which there is no
certainty of response. We heard what happens when everything we thought we knew,
changes in the blink of an eye.

Some may have you believe that Isaac’s life ended high atop that holy mountain.
No, not his physical life because we know he survives. But a piece of him certainly dies
or at least that is what we are led to believe. He is, after all, the lost middle child of the
Book of Genesis sandwiched between Abraham and Jacob. But, you see, Isaac was
born in laughter to parents who struggled and waited. Isaac, like each of us, has so
much more potential if we just allow the story to be read that way. But perhaps it’s all
about perspective.

Facing the future when the bottom drops is not something new to the Jewish
people, but it may feel new and scary when it happens directly to us. Many of our
holidays deal with this same progression of events. Our people were confronted with a
perceived insurmountable existential threat, we survived, thrived, and now we feast on
food that symbolizes our triumph. This simplistic understanding of many Jewish holidays
is humorously reduced to the pithy joke: “They tried to kill us, we won, let’s eat.” While
eating Haman’s hat or ear on Purim or greasy fried potatoes and donuts on Chanukkah
may gastronomically and symbolically help us connect to the holiday, these foods alone
are not enough. Wandering down this road that we call life we know that we need more.

This summer my fiancé Sam and I started our own book club of sorts. While
watching CBS Sunday Morning,3 we saw a report that profiled a man who went on a
ramble and discovered himself along the way. The dictionary defines a ramble as a walk
for pleasure without a definite route. What transpired in the report is the basis of our
book club and the inspiration for my words this morning.

The book American Ramble: A Walk Of Memory and Renewal by Neil King Jr.
details his 330 mile, back road walk, from Washington, D.C., to New York City. But why
a walk with such uncertainty of how it ends? Perhaps, like Isaac our patriarch, Neil King
Jr. saw potential in the unknown. King says, “My walk was, in reality, its own
explanation. You embark on a long solitary stroll in part so as to not explain it. You go to
cast aside all such distractions. You go for the fun of it…”4

It’s funny because distractions, even when needed, are not often seen as
positive. I mean a bing from our email or a random knock on the door can certainly
change our entire day. And if you’re like me, a simple distraction to someone who gets,

4 Neil King Jr., “American Ramble: A Walk of Memory and Renewal,” (Mariner Books, 2023), 4

3 CBS News. "American Ramble": A writer's walk from D.C. to New York, and through history,
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/american-ramble-neil-king-jr-on-his-walk-from-washington-d-c-to-new-york-city/
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well, easily distracted, can really throw off your concentration. But for King, it’s those
perceived distractions along his ramble that helped him look at life differently.

When I set out to write this particular High Holiday sermon, I recognized that for
many it is my first introduction to you, the community that makes this a Holy
Congregation. Let’s leave aside the perceived pressure, I know that what I say matters
as much to you as it does to me. So with encouragement from Rabbi Z, I want to share
a bit about the lessons I learned during my uncertain ramble to The Community
Synagogue through the lens of the various names for Rosh Hashanah.

Hearing the Call

“In the seventh month, on the first day of the month, there shall be a sacred
assembly, a cessation from work, a day of commemoration proclaimed by the loud
blasts of the Shofar.”5 In the Torah, Rosh Hashanah is known as Yom Teruah, the Day
of blasting the sound of the shofar and Zikaron Teruah, the day for remembering the
blasting sound of the shofar. While the Torah never tells us why this particular day was
chosen, the only thing we know is that we are instructed to sound a teruah or to
remember a teruah.

Today, a shofar can be purchased as a ritual object at your local Judaica store or
online. But in biblical times, the shofar may have been purchased where you buy
weapons; as it was used by higher ranking military officials to communicate with troops
and warn of an impending attack. One of the reasons given for sounding a teruah at this
time, is to show our belief that the outcome of that battle is in God’s Hands rather than
in the hands of the enemy. To be clear, it’s not the teruah sound blast on the shofar that
saves the Jewish people but our recognition that we are placing our trust in God.
So, in truth the teruah sounding of the shofar really serves as a reminder for us to
remember God so in turn God remembers us. It’s this mutual remembrance that causes
us to reflect on our life.6

Forty-one years ago, my parents had their own Yom Teruah moment when they
learned I was born with a congenital heart defect. Those piercing nine staccato sounds
called them to attention just as it does for each of us today on Rosh Hashanah. At the
age of four and again at seven, the doctors decided that I needed lifesaving open-heart
surgery to repair a hole. The prospect of undergoing such a risky operation was
terrifying for my family. Thanks to an incredible cardiologist and surgeon, I walked away
with a great scar down my chest and a relatively normal childhood. My parents put their
entire faith in the doctors, rather than speaking to and partnering with God.

Growing up, I never really had deep or meaningful conversations about Judaism
or God. My parents, who are seated here today, were agnostic at best. But my family
was unexpectedly introduced to the power and importance of prayer after an

6 Yom Tru'ah & Zichron Tru'ah: Rosh Hashanah in the Chumash,
https://www.ou.org/holidays/yom_truah_zichron_truah/

5 Leviticus 23:24
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unanticipated visit from a nun who offered prayers of healing and comfort while I was
right down the road at St. Francis Hospital. A nun playing an important role in my life?
Yes! Believe it or not, this is not a joke, but the beginning of a true story of faith in the
face of uncertainty. While I was too young to remember all the details of this encounter,
my grandmother often reminds me of this transformative moment which continues to
shape my relationship with God.

Judgement and Remembrance

Contained within the prayers of the gold mahzor in your hands, we read that
Rosh Hashanah is also known as Yom Hazikaron - The Day of Remembrance and Yom
Hadin - The Day of Judgement. The name comes from the Talmud where it says that on
this day God recalls all that God created. God then judges and determines their fate for
the year ahead. We see this most clearly when we pray the words of Unetaneh Tokef as
we did earlier today:

Let us proclaim the sacred and holy power of this day - Unetaneh tokef kedushat
hayom; it is awesome and full of dread.

The great shofar blast is sounded - U’v’shofar gadol yitakah.

Even the angels are in disarray, gripped by fear and trembling declare in awe:

This is the Day of Judgement - hinei yom hadin!

On this Yom Hadin - this Day of Judgement, we envision God who sits on a
heavenly supreme and exalted throne as we, God’s children, pass before God. God
considers every soul, setting the bounds of every creature’s life decreeing its destiny.
As God writes on Rosh Hashanah and seals on Yom Kippur, we sit and contemplate
who shall live and who shall die, who by water, who by fire and the list goes on. We pray
that God remembers us for good so that our name once again appears in Sefer
Hachayim - the Book of Life and not in Sefer Hamavet - the Book of Death.

We hope and pray, “go from weakness to strength or strength to weakness…from
health to sickness And back, we pray, to health again.”7 While Rosh Hashanah is Yom
Hadin, every day a person opens his eyes is a day of judgment. God places new
challenges on our path up the mountain and we get to decide how to respond. Some
days the challenges are small and the shofar blast can be easily silenced. But then
there are days when that great shofar pierces our soul when we least expect it.

Six months ago, life as I know it, changed in the blink of an eye. Four days before
I proposed to the love of my life, Sam, I went for my routine cardiac checkup. While I
was running on the treadmill, having a stress test, I heard the doctor yell words that
would change everything — “Stop the test now!” At that moment, I learned that I had a
three-beat ventricular tachycardia. Suffice it to say, it was not good. Now that the heart

7 Rabbi Alvin Fine.
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valve, that was repaired when I was a child, needed to be replaced sooner rather than
later.

Following a round of additional tests, I learned that I was a candidate for a
minimally invasive Harmony transcatheter pulmonary valve. A date was set but
unfortunately United Healthcare had other plans and denied me this lifesaving coverage
3 times. With each appeal and subsequent denials, hope turned to despair. I never felt
more helpless. How could insurance deny me this FDA approved, peer reviewed, life
saving care? So, I started making calls to different cardiologists around the country, only
to learn that United Healthcare denials for this valve were a common occurrence.

So, with a move to NY on the horizon and new insurance starting in July, I
transferred my care to New York-Presbyterian. Even though my new insurance is
Oxford, a United Healthcare network, my doctor was confident that this would happen.
Finally, all the pieces started to fall in place when I received a call from the billing
department at the hospital telling me everything was approved the first time.

A few weeks later, on July 27, 2023, only a month after starting my new rabbinic
work here, on Tisha B’Av, a day of mourning and fasting on the Jewish Calendar, I
received my hand sewn, laser-cut, pig heart tissue Harmony Valve and turned a day of
collective Jewish mourning into dancing. My handmade valve took a ramble of its own,
starting with approximately 2,500 stitches in Mexico, continued with a delivery system
from Massachusetts, and final assembly in Ireland. No this doesn’t mean I’m going to
start eating pork again but the irony of getting a pig valve implanted on the saddest fast
day on the Jewish calendar is not lost on me.

Vulnerability Begins with Gratitude

Each time I pray the words Asher Yatzar, I am in awe of modern medicine and
how with God’s help, I am here today to share these words with you, my new
congregational family. Blessed are You, Adonai…who formed the human body with
wisdom creating the body’s many pathways and openings. It is well known…She-im
yipatei-ach echad meihem, o yisateim echad meihem, i efshar l’hitkayeim v’laamod
l’fanecha…that if one of them be wrongly opened or closed, it would be impossible to
survive and stand before You. Blessed are You, Adonai, who heals all flesh, working
wondrously.8 I am truly in awe!

When I was beginning my rabbinical studies, my friend, Rabbi Gerald Meister z”l
helped me realize that the job of a rabbi is to care for souls. Thanks to Rabbi Meister’s
wisdom and care, my rabbinate has been grounded in caring for and nurturing souls.
Just as that nun taught my family and me the power of prayer so many years ago, I
realize now that my desire to care for people was born out of my need to be cared for
when I was so sick.

8 Siddur, Birchot HaShachar.
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Today, on Rosh Hashanah when we say Hayom Harat Olam – Today the world is
born anew, we too are born again and begin the process of returning to our truest
selves as we travel into the unknown. You, like me, are just on a ramble through life
without knowing the exact path or how it will all end. Yet each day, im yirtzeh Hashem -
God willing, we vulnerably open our eyes, take a first step, and walk into the world
hoping that this day will be even better than the last.

We need vulnerability. We need uncertainty. We can’t move toward blessing if we
don’t face the challenges in our life. In fact, the Jewish philosopher Solomon ibn Gabirol
wrote: “Clear understanding means distinguishing between what is and what cannot be,
and the consoling of what is not in our power to change.” In other words, this
vulnerability is a blessing, one that we can learn to embrace.

Who among us has not felt vulnerable; the feeling of no one to share our dreams
with, and the challenges to others that went unheard? Yes, it is true, some may see
vulnerability as a weakness. But in light of the New Year filled with new possibilities,
perhaps we can begin to see vulnerability as embracing our authentic self.   

On this day of possibility and potential, with our eyes lifted toward God’s holy
mountain, let us truly embody the words of the Psalmist by putting our trust in God who
will forever guard our “going and coming.”9 As we ramble into the New Year, searching
for hope and help, may our heart and soul be nourished by the source of goodness,
may our bodies be fed by the warmth of companionship, and me we learn to live the
words we pray. “Faith is the ability to rejoice in the midst of change and instability,” says
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, “traveling through the wilderness of time towards an unknown
destination.”10 Today let us take that first vulnerable step in joy.

Shana Tova U’Metukah!
May the New Year be a sweet year for us, for all Israel, and the world.

A version of this sermon was delivered at The Community Synagogue, Port Washington, NY, on
Rosh Hashanah Morning 5784

10 The Rabbi Sacks Legacy, The Festival of Insecurity: A Message for Sukkot,
https://www.rabbisacks.org/archive/festival-insecurity-message-succot/

9 Psalm 121


